
AUTO'S EN BEDRIJFSVOERTUIGEN

23 diverse personenwagens, 2 motoren wo.: 1 BMW F800 GS
motor en 3 aanhangwagens wo.: SARIS, uit div. faillissementen en

van div. leasingmaatschappijen.

Startdatum Tuesday 17 July 2018 10:00

Bezichtiging Wednesday, July 25, 2018 from 15:00 to 17:00
BE-2630 Aartselaar, Helststraat 47

Einddatum Woensdag 1 augustus 2018 vanaf 18:00

Afgifte Wednesday, August 8, 2018 from 09:00 to 12:00
BE-2630 Aartselaar, Helststraat 47

Online bidding only!

www.moyersoen.be

Voor meer informatie en voorwaarden:

01/08/2018 06:00



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

301 FIAT 500L Living

Category: Car.
Fuel: gasoline
Transmission: manually
Kilometer reading: 23259 km.
1st inscription: 30-06-2016
Color: white
Engine capacity: 1368 cc.
Engine power: 70 Kw.
Emission category: Euro 6
Emission CO²: 143 gr/km.
VIN: ZFA19900005309199
Number of keys: 1

Option(s): air conditioning, on board computer, central lock, cruise controle,
electrical windows, alloy wheels, fog lights, multi-functions steering wheel,
navigation, rear park distance control, radio/cd.
Extra info/options: Voorzien van getinte achterramen, aux/usb aansluiting
en touchscreenscherm,

Visible damage: front bumper, left front bumper, right front bumper, left front
wing, left mirror and general use damage.
(General use damage means all damage regarding age and mileage of
vehicle) - Consult the photos for a detailed overview.

Vehicle documents:
Certificat of conformity: present.
Certificat of inscription: present.
Certificat of TC valid untill: 30-06-2020

1350€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

315 AUDI A7 Tdi Quattro

Category: Car.
Fuel: diesel
Transmission: automatic
Kilometer reading: 310435 km.
1st inscription: 09/01/2012
Color: gray
Engine capacity: 2967 cc.
Engine power: 150 Kw.
Emission category: Euro 5
Emission CO²: 152 gr/km.
VIN: WAUZZZ4G1CN102551
Number of keys: 1

Option(s): air conditioning, alarm, on board computer, central lock, cruise
controle, electrical windows, leather interior, alloy wheels, multi-functions
steering wheel, navigation, open roof, rear park distance control, front park
distance control, radio/cd, heated seats.
Extra info/options: Xenon lampen, Multimedia pack en BOSE
geluidssysteem

Visible damage: Motor defect. Start niet! and general use damage.
(General use damage means all damage regarding age and mileage of
vehicle) - Consult the photos for a detailed overview.

Vehicle documents:
Certificat of conformity: present.
Certificat of inscription: present.
Certificat of TC valid untill: 19/06/2018

2250€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

316 BMW 1-serie 116

Category: Car.
Fuel: diesel
Transmission: manually
Kilometer reading: 270690 km.
1st inscription: 31/05/2010
Color: gray
Engine capacity: 1995 cc.
Engine power: 85 Kw.
Emission category: Euro 4
Emission CO²: 118 gr/km.
VIN: WBAUH5100AE317204
Number of keys: 2

Option(s): air conditioning, on board computer, central lock, cruise controle,
electrical windows, alloy wheels, multi-functions steering wheel, rear park
distance control, radio/cd.

Visible damage: left front door, right rear door, right rear wing, Transmissie
achteruit defect and general use damage.
(General use damage means all damage regarding age and mileage of
vehicle) - Consult the photos for a detailed overview.

Vehicle documents:
Certificat of conformity: present.
Certificat of inscription: present.
Certificat of TC valid untill: 31/05/2018

450€

334 SKODA Octavia Ambiente

Category: Car.
Fuel: diesel
Transmission: manually
Kilometer reading: 153595 km.
1st inscription: 12-12-2000
Color: green
Engine capacity: 1896 cc.
Engine power: 81 Kw.
Emission category: unknown.
Emission CO²: unknown.
VIN: TMBHP41U612434632
Number of keys: 3

Option(s): central lock, cruise controle, electrical windows, alloy wheels,
radio/cd.
Extra info/options: Voorzien van dakrails

Visible damage: left rear bumper, left rear wing, Starten met booster, batterij
plat,  and general use damage.
(General use damage means all damage regarding age and mileage of
vehicle) - Consult the photos for a detailed overview.

Vehicle documents:
Certificat of conformity: present.
Certificat of inscription: present.

225€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

349 AUDI A3 1.6  TDI Sportback

Category: Car.
Fuel: diesel
Transmission: manually
Kilometer reading: 123512 km.
1st inscription: 01/10/2012
Color: gray
Engine capacity: 1598 cc.
Engine power: 77 Kw.
Emission category: Euro 5
Emission CO²: 102 gr/km.
VIN: WAUZZZ8P1DA043424
Number of keys: 1

Option(s): air conditioning, on board computer, central lock, cruise controle,
electrical windows, alloy wheels, multi-functions steering wheel, navigation,
rear park distance control, radio/cd.
Extra info/options: Elektrische spiegels

Visible damage: right front bumper, left mirror, right front door, right rear
door, rear bumper, right rear wing and general use damage.
(General use damage means all damage regarding age and mileage of
vehicle) - Consult the photos for a detailed overview.

Vehicle documents:
Certificat of conformity: present.
Certificat of inscription: present.
Certificat of TC valid untill: 01/10/2018

1275€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

364 VOLKSWAGEN Sharan TDI GL

Category: Car.
Fuel: diesel
Transmission: manually
Kilometer reading: 225760 km.
1st inscription: 18/06/1997
Color: gray
Engine capacity: 1896 cc.
Engine power: 81 Kw.
Emission category: unknown.
Emission CO²: unknown.
VIN: WVWZZZ7MZWV003301
Number of keys: 2

Option(s): air conditioning, central lock, electrical windows, alloy wheels, fog
lights, multi-functions steering wheel, radio/cd, heated seats.

Visible damage: left mirror, right rear door, left rear bumper, rear bumper,
right rear bumper, right headlight, left rear wing, right rear wing, Schade aan
binnenzijde deuren en luidsprekers, venster LA defect en sluit niet volledig
and general use damage.
(General use damage means all damage regarding age and mileage of
vehicle) - Consult the photos for a detailed overview.

Vehicle documents:
Certificat of conformity: not present.
Certificat of inscription: present.

The buyer receives a certificat of loss of the boarddocuments.
Certificat of TC valid untill: 22/10/2018

75€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

396 LEXUS IS 200

Category: car.
Fuel: gasoline
Transmission: manually
Kilometer reading: 228112 km.
1st inscription: 16/12/2003
Color: gray
Engine capacity: 1988 cc.
Engine power: 114 Kw.
Emission category: unknown.
Emission CO²: unknown.
VIN: JTDBS182100013211
Number of keys: 3

Option(s): air conditioning, on board computer, central lock, cruise controle,
electrical windows, leather interior, alloy wheels, fog lights, multi-functions
steering wheel, rear park distance control, radio/cd.
Extra info/options: Beperkte geldigheid keuringsbewijs

Visible damage: general use damage.
(General use damage means all damage regarding age and mileage of
vehicle) - Consult the photos for a detailed overview.

Vehicle documents:
Certificat of conformity: present.
Certificat of inscription: present.
Certificat of TC valid untill: 09/12/2017

300€

407 1 BCW trailer
 
 Type: D11
 Chassis no .: YA9D11E7512241064
 Year of construction: 2012
 Container dimensions: 3150 x 1620 x H300mm.
  
 Location: Side

150€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

408 MERCEDES E 220 CDI Elegance

Category: Car.
Fuel: diesel
Transmission: automatic
Kilometer reading: 229258 km.
1st inscription: 17/05/2006
Color: gray
Engine capacity: 2148 cc.
Engine power: 110 Kw.
Emission category: Euro 3
Emission CO²: 188 gr/km.
VIN: WDB2112061A610883
Number of keys: 2

Option(s): air conditioning, on board computer, central lock, cruise controle,
electrical windows, leather interior, alloy wheels, fog lights, multi-functions
steering wheel, navigation, rear park distance control, front park distance
control, radio/cd, towbar.
Extra info/options: Elektrisch verstelbare voorzetels

Visible damage: left front bumper, right front bumper, left front wing, left rear
door, left rear bumper, right rear bumper, Rokersvoertuig and general use
damage.
(General use damage means all damage regarding age and mileage of
vehicle) - Consult the photos for a detailed overview.

Vehicle documents:
Certificat of conformity: present.
Certificat of inscription: present.

Carpass,
Certificat of TC valid through: 22/03/2019

750€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

409 RENAULT Scénic 1.6 DCI

Category: Car.
Fuel: diesel
Transmission: manually
Kilometer reading: 173004 km.
1st inscription: 21/05/2013
Color: gray
Engine capacity: 1598 cc.
Engine power: 96 Kw.
Emission category: Euro 5
Emission CO²: 114 gr/km.
VIN: VF1JZNAA648997340
Number of keys: 2

Option(s): air conditioning, on board computer, central lock, cruise controle,
electrical windows, leather interior, alloy wheels, fog lights, multi-functions
steering wheel, navigation, rear park distance control, front park distance
control, radio/cd, towbar.

Visible damage: front bumper, left front bumper, right front bumper, right
mirror, right front door, right rear door, left rear bumper, right rear wing and
general use damage.
(General use damage means all damage regarding age and mileage of
vehicle) - Consult the photos for a detailed overview.

Vehicle documents:
Certificat of conformity: present.
Certificat of inscription: present.
Certificat of TC valid untill: 21/05/2018

675€

410 BMW 118D

Category: Car.
Fuel: diesel
Transmission: manually
Kilometer reading: 159504 km.
1st inscription: 19/01/2010
Color: white
Engine capacity: 1995 cc.
Engine power: 100 Kw.
Emission category: Euro 5
Emission CO²: 119 gr/km.
VIN: WBAUR11020VM15851
Number of keys: 2

Option(s): air conditioning, on board computer, central lock, electrical
windows, alloy wheels, radio/cd.

Visible damage: left front wheel, hood, right front wing, rear left wheel, right
rear wheel and general use damage.
(General use damage means all damage regarding age and mileage of
vehicle) - Consult the photos for a detailed overview.

Vehicle documents:
Certificat of conformity: present.
Certificat of inscription: present.
Certificat of TC valid through: 27/12/2018

1250€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

411 PEUGEOT 307 1.6D

Category: Car.
Fuel: diesel
Transmission: manually
Kilometer reading: 226297 km.
1st inscription: 15/09/2006
Color: blue
Engine capacity: 1560 cc.
Engine power: 80 Kw.
Emission category: Euro 4
Emission CO²: 129 gr/km.
VIN: VF33C9HZC84803836
Number of keys: 2

Option(s): air conditioning, electrical windows.

Visible damage: front bumper, right front bumper, right front wing, left front
door, left rear bumper, right rear wing, schade wagen: krassen/schade
rondom, start niet and general use damage.
(General use damage means all damage regarding age and mileage of
vehicle) - Consult the photos for a detailed overview.

Vehicle documents:
Certificat of conformity: present.
Certificat of inscription: not present or incomplete.

The buyer receives a certificat of loss of the boarddocuments.
Certificat of TC valid untill: 0

100€

412 FIAT Stilo Multijet 1.9D

Category: Car.
Fuel: diesel
Transmission: manually
Kilometer reading: 238188 km.
1st inscription: 27/05/2008
Color: black
Engine capacity: 1910 cc.
Engine power: 85 Kw.
Emission category: Euro 4
Emission CO²: 148 gr/km.
VIN: ZFA19200000656867
Number of keys: 2

Option(s): air conditioning, on board computer, central lock, leather interior,
rear park distance control, radio/cd.

Visible damage: right front door, krasjes rondom, start niet.  and general use
damage.
(General use damage means all damage regarding age and mileage of
vehicle) - Consult the photos for a detailed overview.

Vehicle documents:
Certificat of conformity: present.
Certificat of inscription: present.
Certificat of TC valid untill: 27/05/2018

125€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

413 LEXUS GS 300

Category: Car.
Fuel: gasoline
Transmission: automatic
Kilometer reading: 198630 km.
1st inscription: 21/12/1999
Color: blue
Engine capacity: 2997 cc.
Engine power: 163 Kw.
Emission category: unknown.
Emission CO²: unknown.
VIN: JT153JSG000085348
Number of keys: 1

Option(s): air conditioning, on board computer, central lock, cruise controle,
electrical windows, leather interior, alloy wheels, navigation, open roof,
heated seats.
Extra info/options: elektrisch verstelbare zetels met geheugen.
Onderhoudsboekje ingevuld tot : 182979km, distributieriem en u-riem
vervangen op 154587km.

Visible damage: front bumper, left front bumper, right front bumper, left front
wing, left mirror, left front door, right front door, left rear door, right rear door,
right rear wheel, left rear bumper, right rear bumper, left rear wing, right rear
wing and general use damage.
(General use damage means all damage regarding age and mileage of
vehicle) - Consult the photos for a detailed overview.

Vehicle documents:
Certificat of conformity: present.
Certificat of inscription: present.

Maintenance booklet,
Certificat of TC valid untill: 06/06/2018

365€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

413 AUDI A7 3.0 TDI V6 QUATRO

Category: Car.
Fuel: diesel
Transmission: automatic
Kilometer reading: 120588 km.
1st inscription: 29/10/2010
Color: black
Engine capacity: 2967 cc.
Engine power: 180 Kw.
Emission category: unknown.
Emission CO²: unknown.
VIN: WAUZZZ4G8BN002042
Number of keys: 1

Option(s): air conditioning, alarm, on board computer, central lock, cruise
controle, electrical windows, leather interior, alloy wheels, multi-functions
steering wheel, rear park distance control, front park distance control,
heated seats.
Extra info/options: bruin lederen interieur, automatische airco, automatische
verlichting, elektrisch bedienbare zetels met geheugen, BOSE audio
systeem, houtinleg.

Visible damage: left rear door, right rear door, Diverse elektronische
storingen waaronder: stuurwiel, start/stop fout, ESP, ACC en Audi braking
guard, Audi pre sense, TPMS, entertaiment systeem werkt niet.
Servo werkt niet, motorkap sluit niet aan, geen mistlichten. and general use
damage.
(General use damage means all damage regarding age and mileage of
vehicle) - Consult the photos for a detailed overview.

Vehicle documents:
Romanian board documents
Document application of inscription
The buyer has to take the necessary steps himself

2100€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

414 FORD Focus 1.8D

Category: Car.
Fuel: diesel
Transmission: manually
Kilometer reading: 339232 km.
1st inscription: 19/09/2000
Color: gray
Engine capacity: 1753 cc.
Engine power: 55 Kw.
Emission category: unknown.
Emission CO²: unknown.
VIN: WF0NXXGCDNYE59120
Number of keys: 1

Option(s): air conditioning, electrical windows.

Visible damage: left front bumper, right front bumper, left mirror, left rear
door, left rear bumper, right rear bumper, left rear wing, right rear wing and
general use damage.
(General use damage means all damage regarding age and mileage of
vehicle) - Consult the photos for a detailed overview.

Vehicle documents:
Certificat of conformity: present.
Certificat of inscription: present.
Certificat of TC valid untill: 19/05/2010

90€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

415 LAND ROVER Range Rover Sport TD V6 HSE
 
 Category: Passenger car.
 Fuel: Diesel
 Transmission: Automatic
 Kilometer reading: 116668 km.
 1st registration: 08/10/2009
 Color: Brown
 Engine capacity: 2993 cc.
 Engine power: 180 Kw.
 Emission class: Euro 5
 CO² emissions: unknown
 Chassis number: SALLSAAG4AA218306
 Number of keys: 1
 
 Option (s): air conditioning, trip computer, central locking, cruise control,
electric windows, leather interior, alloy wheels, fog lamps, multifunction
steering wheel, navigation, open roof, rear parking sensors, front parking
sensors, radio / CD, seat heating.
 Extra info / options: reversing camera, Harman / Kardon speakers,
electrically adjustable seats with memory, xenon, automatic lighting and rain
sensor, automatic air conditioning, steering-wheel heater.
 Complete maintenance history
 
 Visible vehicle damage: general usage damage.
 (Under general usage damage is all damage that may be expected given
the age and mileage.)
 For a detailed overview, you can always consult the photo report.
 
 Board documents:
 French board documents, buyer receives application for registration from
selling party. Moyersoen will  not be held responsable for this

5000€

416 1 Twin-axle tipper trailer  SARIS
 
 Type: PK 30
 Chassis no .: XLG00PK30A0208629
 1st registration: 20/03/1997
 Load capacity: 2700kg.
 Container dimensions: 3100 x 1760 x H300mm.
 
 Vehicle documents:
 Certificate of registration
 Inspection certificate until 08/01/2018
 Identification report
 Equivalence certificate
  
 Location: Side

450€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

417 1 Twin-axle tipper trailer ANSSEMS
 
 Type: KS2700
 Chassis no .: B84K20198
 1st registration: 17/06/1994
 Load capacity: 2700kg.
 Container dimensions: 3080 x 1540 x H295mm.
 
 Vehicle documents:
 Buyer receives a certificate of loss.
  
 Location: Side

450€

420 SEAT Alhambra 2.0TDI

Category: Car.
Fuel: diesel
Transmission: manually
Kilometer reading: 165236 km.
1st inscription: 16/05/2013
Color: gray
Engine capacity: 1968 cc.
Engine power: 85 Kw.
Emission category: Euro 5
Emission CO²: 143 gr/km.
VIN: VSSZZZ7NZDV514370
Number of keys: 2

Option(s): air conditioning, on board computer, central lock, electrical
windows, multi-functions steering wheel, navigation, rear park distance
control, front park distance control, radio/cd.

Visible damage: general use damage.
(General use damage means all damage regarding age and mileage of
vehicle) - Consult the photos for a detailed overview.

Vehicle documents:
Certificat of conformity: present.
Certificat of inscription: present

Certificat of TC valid untill: 16/05/2019

1725€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

421 VOLVO XC60 D3

Category: Car.
Fuel: diesel
Transmission: automatic
Kilometer reading: 75064 km.
1st inscription: 16/12/2015
Color: gray
Engine capacity: 1969 cc.
Engine power: 110 Kw.
Emission category: Euro 6
Emission CO²: 124 gr/km.
VIN: YV1DZARCDG2879026
Number of keys: 2

Option(s): air conditioning, on board computer, central lock, cruise controle,
electrical windows, leather interior, alloy wheels, multi-functions steering
wheel, navigation, rear park distance control, radio/cd.
Extra info/options: elektrisch verstelbare zetels met geheugen,

Visible damage: left front bumper, right front bumper, right mirror, right front
door, rear bumper, right rear bumper and general use damage.
(General use damage means all damage regarding age and mileage of
vehicle) - Consult the photos for a detailed overview.

Vehicle documents:
Certificat of conformity: present.
Application for registration: present

3300€

422 BMW F800 GS

Category: Motorcycle
Fuel : gasoline
transmission: manual
Kilometer reading: 9177 km.
1st registration: 17/03/2015
Color: White
Cap.cyl.: 798 cc.
Engine power: 63 Kw.

Vin: WB10B0206FZ013635

Number of keys: 1

Option (s): adjustable driving modes (ROAD-ENDURO), adjustable
suspension (ESA), trickle charger, GPS GARMIN MARC, set BMW
MOTORRAD,

Visible damage: general use damage.
(Under general-purpose damage that is related to mileage and age.)
For a detailed overview, you can always consult the photo report.

documents:
Category: car
Certificat of inscription present

1315€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

423 MAZDA CX-7 2.2 CDVI

Category: Car.
Fuel: diesel
Transmission: manually
Kilometer reading: 154592 km.
1st inscription: 14/10/2010
Color: gray
Engine capacity: 2184 cc.
Engine power: 127 Kw.
Emission category: Euro 5
Emission CO²: 199 gr/km.
VIN: JHZERH9A600217153
Number of keys: 2

Option(s): air conditioning, on board computer, central lock, cruise controle,
electrical windows, leather interior, alloy wheels, fog lights, multi-functions
steering wheel, open roof, rear park distance control, radio/cd.
Extra info/options: Achteruitrijcamera

Visible damage: right rear door, trunk, left rear wing, rear window and
general use damage.
(General use damage means all damage regarding age and mileage of
vehicle) - Consult the photos for a detailed overview.

Vehicle documents:
Certificat of conformity: present.
Certificat of inscription: present .

Certificat of TC valid untill: 15/01/2019

750€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

424 LAND ROVER Range Rover Sport 3.0 HSE SDV6

Category: Car.
Fuel: diesel
Transmission: automatic
Kilometer reading: 289043 km.
1st inscription: 22/05/2013
Color: black
Engine capacity: 2993 cc.
Engine power: 188 Kw.
Emission category: Euro 5
Emission CO²: 230 gr/km.
VIN: SALLSAAG6DA805777
Number of keys: 2

Option(s): air conditioning, on board computer, central lock, cruise controle,
electrical windows, leather interior, alloy wheels, fog lights, multi-functions
steering wheel, navigation, open roof, rear park distance control, front park
distance control, radio/cd, heated seats.
Extra info/options: elektrisch verstelbare zetels met geheugen

Visible damage: right front bumper and general use damage.
(General use damage means all damage regarding age and mileage of
vehicle) - Consult the photos for a detailed overview.

Vehicle documents:
Certificat of conformity: not present.
Certificat of inscription: present.

The buyer receives a certificat of loss of the boarddocuments.

3750€

425 YAMAHA YZF 600 R6 Circuit motor

Fuel : gasoline
transmission: manual
Counter read: unknown
1st inscription: 01/01/2003
Engine capacity: 600 cc.
Vin: JYARJ0510000XXXXX
Number of keys: 0

Extra info/options: Circuit motor without papers, Special Edition R6 n °
1379/2000, with: exhaust REMUS REVOLUTION, Slick RACE tyres
CONTINENTAL CONTI, race suspension HYPERPRO front and rear,
quickshifter DYNOJET, gps laptimer STARLANE STEALTH GPS-3 x LITE,
steering damper ÖHLINS

Visible damage: general use damage.
(Under general-purpose damage that is related to mileage and age.)
For a detailed overview, you can always consult the photo report.

documents:
certificat of registration: not-present or incomplete.
Certificat of inscription: not present or incomplete.

It is a circuit motor without vehicle documents.

525€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

431 FORD Focus

Category: Car.
Fuel: gasoline
Transmission: manually
Kilometer reading: 94503 km.
1st inscription: 14/01/2016
Color: brown
Engine capacity: 999 cc.
Engine power: 74 Kw.
Emission category: Euro 6
Emission CO²: 109 gr/km.
VIN: WF06XXGCC6FM65173
Number of keys: 2

Option(s): air conditioning, on board computer, central lock, cruise controle,
electrical windows, multi-functions steering wheel, navigation, rear park
distance control.
Extra info/options: stuurverwarming

Visible damage: right front bumper and general use damage.
(General use damage means all damage regarding age and mileage of
vehicle) - Consult the photos for a detailed overview.

Vehicle documents:
Certificat of conformity: present.
Certificat of inscription: present.

1650€

433 FORD EcoSport 1.0i

Category: Car.
Fuel: gasoline
Transmission: manually
Kilometer reading: 21381 km.
1st inscription: 26/04/2016
Color: gray
Engine capacity: 998 cc.
Engine power: 92 Kw.
Emission category: Euro 6
Emission CO²: 125 gr/km.
VIN: WF0BXXMRKBGB44471
Number of keys: 2

Option(s): air conditioning, on board computer, central lock, cruise controle,
electrical windows, alloy wheels, multi-functions steering wheel, rear park
distance control, radio/cd.
Extra info/options: half lederen interieur

Visible damage: general use damage.
(General use damage means all damage regarding age and mileage of
vehicle) - Consult the photos for a detailed overview.

Vehicle documents:
Certificat of conformity: present.
Certificat of inscription: present.

1800€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

434 NISSAN Navara 2.5TDCI

Category: Van with GVW inferior or equal to 3.5T.
Fuel: diesel
Transmission: manually
Kilometer reading: 26372 km.
1st inscription: 03/06/2015
Color: gray
Engine capacity: 2488 cc.
Engine power: 106 Kw.
Emission category: Euro 5
Emission CO²: 215 gr/km.
VIN: VSKCVND40U0575206
Number of keys: 2

Option(s): air conditioning, on board computer, central lock, alloy wheels,
multi-functions steering wheel, radio/cd, towbar.

Visible damage: left front bumper, right front bumper, left rear bumper, right
rear wing and general use damage.
(General use damage means all damage regarding age and mileage of
vehicle) - Consult the photos for a detailed overview.

Vehicle documents:
Certificat of conformity: present.
Certificat of inscription: present.

Identification report,
Certificat of TC valid untill: 12/06/2019

3750€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

435 RENAULT Mégane 1.2 Energy TCe 130 BOSE Edition

Category: Car.
Fuel: gasoline
Transmission: manually
Kilometer reading: 8689 km.
1st inscription: 02/11/2017
Color: gray
Engine capacity: 1197 cc.
Engine power: 97 Kw.
Emission category: Euro 6
Emission CO²: 119 gr/km.
VIN: VF1RFB00859317284
Number of keys: 2

Option(s): air conditioning, on board computer, central lock, cruise controle,
electrical windows, alloy wheels, fog lights, multi-functions steering wheel,
rear park distance control, front park distance control, radio/cd, sport seats.
Extra info/options: Easy Parking-pack, Night-pack, massagefunctie
bestuurderszetel, dode-hoek waarschuwing, rijvakdetectie, LED-verlichting,
BOSE geluidsinstallatie

Visible damage: general use damage.
(General use damage means all damage regarding age and mileage of
vehicle) - Consult the photos for a detailed overview.

Vehicle documents:
Certificat of conformity: present.
Certificat of inscription: present.

3000€



Kavel Omschrijving Openingsbod

436 Lancia Thema 3.0 V6 CRD

Category: Car.
Fuel: diesel
Transmission: automatic
Kilometer reading: 166944 km.
1st inscription: xx/xx/2013
Color: brown
Engine capacity: 2998 cc.
Engine power: 240 Kw.
Emission category: unknown.
Emission CO²: unknown.
VIN: 2C3CLAAM3CH133254
Number of keys: 1

Option(s): air conditioning, on board computer, central lock, cruise controle,
electrical windows, leather interior, alloy wheels, fog lights, multi-functions
steering wheel, navigation, open roof, rear park distance control, front park
distance control, radio/cd.

Visible damage: Rondom beschadigd, start niet, deels gedemonteerd and
general use damage.
(General use damage means all damage regarding age and mileage of
vehicle) - Consult the photos for a detailed overview.

Vehicle documents:
Certificat of conformity: not present.
Certificat of inscription: not present or incomplete.

The buyer receives a certificat of loss of the boarddocuments.

375€


